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Personal Stylist Melanie Kluger saw a problem that needed to be addressed. Women worldwide were
discouraged with their closets and didn't understand how to make a transformation. This book is that change
that's so desperately needed.How to sustain your closet.  This refreshing appear at clothes is changing the
way we think about getting dressed.How to setup a foundation to be the most confident version of yourself
BEFORE you obtain dressed. This refreshing workbook is unique in its ability to be body-positive while
addressing deep-seated issues that arrive up as you understand why you are holding onto clothes that don't
last.Tips to flatter your body when obtaining dressed. Organizational tips that help find what works for
you.The right questions to ask simply because you clean out your closet.Ways to accessorize such as a
professional. Confidence tips and tricks.     How exactly to trust your instinct when purchasing or obtaining
dressed. Methods to make you love shopping again.Prompts to access the bottom of as to why your closet is
overflowing. Through beautiful images, charts, journaling prompts, and plenty of practical and thought-
provoking information, The Confident Closet reduces not only how to feel more confident in your look, but
how exactly to trust your instinct to make the right decisions about your desire closet. In this book you will
learn:  It's filled with life-changing aha moments that will leave you feeling more clear, well informed, and
ready to undertake the world.
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Creative, Empowering, and Practical Style Workbook!as I prepared to head back to the workplace We was
faced with a closet filled with relics from careers past. I never knew how badly I needed help getting
structured and finding my own personal style, but now that I've this publication I can’t imagine my entire
life without it! The information is creatively and practically laid out to assist you find your look using
worksheets, flow charts, and all kinds of useful details!Melanie helped me to understand how my personal
style could be hiding in my own way-too-full and not-quite-me personally closet. Reading this book also felt
like hanging out with a good friend - an excellent friend who occurs to really understand her stuff and
genuinely desired me to reach your goals! Transformed my closet and my mindset! I cannot recommend it
enough! Well worth it. Now, I can quickly and confidently get dressed every morning in clothes that keep
me searching professional and trendy! This is great! :) Many thanks Melanie!greater than a book! This
workbook allows me to question myself relevant questions and really narrow down what’s vital that you
me. I actually Want my closet once again and got rid of more than half of my clothes!! Right now I open up
it and truly like my closet; such a better start to the day. The author makes me feel like we are good
friends.Melanie breaks it straight down simply, creatively and helps it be all so very much fun. Essential
buy! I’m well informed when I obtain dressed in the morning than I ever was before and for the very first
time ever I’m not really anxious about the seasons changing because I understand this book will help
information me through transitioning my design and my closet! This completely color workbook feels
similar to a coffee table publication and is worth the money for certain..! Transformed My Closet and My
Style! I used to wake up each morning and get frustrated the second I opened my closet. OMG this reserve is
amazing!. I acquired a baby recently and there is nothing fitting me the same, plus I felt just like the points I
was normally drawn to didn't appearance the same on me as my body had changed. I would like to feel like
the aged me rather than be a frumpy mother, but be an improved version of me. I turned to the Confident
Closet to greatly help me refresh and find my wardrobe voice again.This book changed all that! It did not
feel just like me and I craved to put my best foot forward. Melainie helped me to begin to check out myself
first, and then helped me to shine in my style.. Melanie helps it be so easy to determine what’s likely to
make me happiest with regards to style.s. can you come live with me and help me obtain dressed every day
and go buying constantly ha ha! I’ve spent years sense like I had lost a few of my personal design and this
book is helping me to find that again. The book is fun to undergo, but you'll leave knowing precisely what to
do for your own personal style. I love the way this book broke everything straight down for me - in order
that tackling a closet that overwhelmed and disappointed me actually became fun. This book has a great deal
of useful style ideas - but my favorite part is how Melanie actually helped me realize why I felt so frustrated
by my closet and just why my bad habits were performing me such a disservice.! It’s a week-by-week
guideline/workbook that helped me clean out my closet, understand my style and understand how to
accessorize.! Most of all, the publication helped me tell myself it's okay to forget about things I don't like or
make me feel good about myself. This publication helped me purge and organize my closet, and buy the
essentials I needed to complete my wardrobe.! A Book + Ideal Friend + Resource Information All In One!
Helpful tips that really stick with you After having two babies I experienced lost in my closet. I LOVE THIS
Publication! It reads as an helpful book, resource help, workbook and a best friend's letter to you, All in
One. The best part of the book (beyond the fun design and stellar suggestions) is that you could (and can)
revisit this book, time and time again. My strategic brain loves how Melanie is able to infuse her creativity
and break it into practical "how exactly to" steps.! Melanie is so good at what she will and she goes DEEP
into teaching you ways to get your style, confidence and appearance together. It's a source guide you can use
and make reference to as your style and life style evolves. It's like having your very stylish best friend in
your back again pocket to ask those queries you wouldn't ask other people. I significantly, can't recommend
this reserve enough!! This book is a new personal favorite! What trapped out to me 1st was the gorgeous
design and beautiful way this publication flows. This book is useful more than enough to live by your



bedside but appears so excellent, it could embark on a coffee desk. I actually acquired fun (yes, fun!) re-
examining my closet and the items I learned have certainly made my mornings less difficult. I truly gained a
whole lot of self-confidence from the suggestions and info I found packed in this publication and can say
without issue that there surely is something inside this publication for everybody!. I literally approach
buying differently now and feel more confident making decisions. Changed just how I get ready in the
morning I always thought I was pretty good at staying along with the clutter in my closet and just having
stuff around that I loved, but this reserve helped take points to the next level! Not merely does author
Melanie give me the tools I need for style success, but she will it in a manner that makes me feel great about
myself. And p. This is a lot more than a book. There basically aren't a lot of tools like this out there and it's
something that can help you see the stuff you don't know that you do not know! Like wait around, why am I
keeping these clothes from pre-kids? I am a teacher, therefore i have very little period to get dressed in the
morning hours. Also, looking and feeling best for my long function days is crucial. So appreciative I came
across this gem!.. Love this Workbook! From her approachable, fun, creative, and kind demeanor, to her
insight on what clothing choices and personal style can be an expression of our true selves, Melanie was a
powerhouse of tips, tricks, understanding, and personal insight .. Enthusiastic about this book! Before I read
it I was therefore frustrated with my clothing and experienced no idea what things to wear or even what to
buy. I was never overwhelmed by the procedure, but instead felt empowered... Melanie helped me to find
my own way rather than setting rules and parameters for what’s in and what’s not.. Many thanks Melanie!
And it helped to re-inspire me to avoid being a lazy mom and also care about my appearance and make some
time for myself to accomplish my hair and make-up so I feel well informed and like one of the cool moms
that I stalk on Instagram. Plus she reminded me to accessorize that i chronically forget!. I’m so excited to
discover what’s next for her!! Melanie writes like she's speaking with her BFF on the phone and makes
styling therefore extremely easy and approachable. From someone who wears denim jeans, t's and toms all
day long, she actually made me think about so much of the topics she introduces in the Confident Closet.
This book is amazing! OMG I'm LOVING the Confident Closet This book is freaking amazing. Confidence
comes from within and she really makes all of this totally doable and fun!! But I got no idea where to start.
Now each and every time I'm purchasing or getting dressed I channel Melanie's voice and determine if I can
purchase or even keep carefully the piece involved. My closet (and truthfully my budget too) haven't been
happier. Stepping back into the workplace with confidence! This book couldn't have to come into my entire
life at an improved time... As somebody who hates clutter, yet is intimidated by the process to streamline,
this publication has been life changing! After two kids and a change in industries I found my closet
irrelevant and ill-fitting. It helped me to completely clean out clothing and components that no longer fit me
or didn't appear good anymore, and figure out what to buy that produced me feel stylish and flattered my
fresh body. Melanie's book helped me narrow down what I really was looking for, needed, and fit my own
body so I could step into the office with self-confidence. One of the best parts were Melanie’s ideas for
tackling my underwear and make-up drawers. It offered me the tools I need to streamline my closet, which
includes actually produced my mornings EASIER despite needing to accomplish so much more by 8am than
I was accustomed to!.
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